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On Complex Strictly Convex Spaces, II 
VASILE I. ISTRA~CU 
I. TKTRODUCTI~~Y 
This paper is a continuation of paper [12] and contains further results about 
complex strictly convex spaces. 
The notion of complex strictly convex space is considered in the work of 
Thorp and Whitley [II] in which it is proved that L’(s.), B, P) is a complex 
strictly convex space. In this paper we consider also the problem of complex 
smoothness which was posed to the author by Professor G. Kiithe and also the 
problem of isomorphism of a Banach space with a complex strictI)- comex space. 
2. DEFINITIONS. Sam S~WKIEX CONDITIONS I:OH A POINT To m 
A COMPI,EX EXTREME POINT 
Let X be a complex Banach space and S, = (x, s E X, 1; x !I ::..: 1). 
DEFISITION 2.1. The point u ES, is called a complex extreme point if 
whenever there exists z: c X such that 1, u ;-. sz’ I ~~1 1, : s i ‘.’ I, then necessarilp 
2’ = 0. X is called comples strictly- convex if all points in ‘Yx are complex extreme 
points. 
DEFINITIOK 2.2. A point u E S, is called a point of local uniform convexity 
(in short, 1.u.c.) if 
;(xn + y,J -* u, 
where x, E S, and yn E S, , then 5,‘ -+ u, 31~~ 4 u. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Ezery 1.u.c. is a complex extreme point. 
Proof. l’he proof is very simple and is as follows: Suppose that u is not a 
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complex extreme point and thus we find an element v E X such that 
11 u -I- SE /, <,:I I for all s, j s j :< 1. We take s, --t 1 and define 
x, = 21 L- s,,,z’, yra = u - snz.‘, 
and since u is an 1.u.c. we obtain that x, -* u and yn ---> u. But x,, - -* u -1 z: 
and thus we obtain z’ = 0. This contradiction proves the proposition. 
DEFISI'TION 2.4. A point u E S, is called a point of weakly local uniform 
convexity if 
$(x, -1 yn) - u (- denotes the weak convergence), 
where x”, E S, and y, E Sx, then x, + u and y,, + u. 
~ROPOSl'IlO~ 2.5. Any point of weak local uniform conaexit?r is a complex 
extreme point. 
Proof. Since it does not differ essentially from the above proof we omit it. 
WC present now a sufficient condition for a Banach space to bc complex 
strictly convex. Our condition is related to a condition used for real Banach 
spaces in a recent announcement of Holub [4]. 
DEFINITION 2.6. For every normalized pair of linearly independent elements 
of X, {x, , .L}, let 
[Xl 9 x2] be the set of all y := aPvl .f. agZ with Im a, = Im a,; 
C[.Q , x1] be the set of ally = a,x, + a,x, with Re a, . Re ap > 0. 
vr~~~~~~~~ 2.7. If  X is a complex Banach space and for every normalized pair 
x1 , .Q in X the points in [x1 , x.J equidistant from x1 and x2 are in C[x, , x.J, then 
X is a complex strictly convex space. 
Proof. Suppose that X is not a complex strictly convex space and thus we 
find a point x in S, such that for some y E X and all s, I s \ I< 1, ‘1 x -+- sy 11 < 1. 
I,et s, and s.) bc two complex numbers such that (1) ! 2s, .- s1 1 < 1 and 
(2))si~~~lfori-l,2. 
The elements x1 :-- s r s,y and x2 =L x - ssy have the property 1) x1 !j : 
1; x, j! :- I. The point x = (sl - se) y is equidistant from x1 and xz . Indeed, 
x1 - z = x -;- sly .- (sl - s*) y = x + s2 y, 
x2 - z = x + sny - (sl - SJ y = x -/- (2s, - Sl) y 
and it follows that these are elements of S, . Since (sl - sJ y 1.7: xl - xs is not 
in C[x, , x2] we have a contradiction. 
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3. RENOHWINC XSUCH THAT XAND X* AW COMPLEXSTRICTLS COAWX SPACES 
As is well known, if X is a real Banach space such that there exist two equi- 
valent norms, 1: , & and II , ;I2 such that (X, I’ , II,) is a strictly convex space and 
(X*, I , 11:) is a strictly convex space where 1, ,,s ‘1 ! * means the norm induced by 
II I I > .2 on the dual space, then there exists a new norm equivalent to the original 
one such that (X, j’ , , y 11 ) possesses both of these properties. 
In what follows we prove that the same result holds for the case of complex 
strict convexity. 
'~HEo~M 3.1. Let X be a complex Banach space with an equivalent complex 
strictly convex norm (i.e., the space with this norm is complex strictly convex), and 
another norm whose dual norm on X* is a complex strictly convex norm. Then there 
exists a new equivalent norm on X which possesses both of these properties. 
Proof. The proof is a consequence of a remark concerning Asplund’s 
averaging norms: If f. , fU are two functions, homogeneous of the second 
degree (i.e., fo(tx) = tcf (x), g,,(t,,x) =.I= t’g()(x) f or all .1c E X and t YB 0), g,, .:.-,fo -1; 
(1 + c) g,, , then the sequences 
where 
fn(x) = Gfn-1(x) t &-l(x))9 gnW = i;tI+(fdx .Y) g&x - Y))I 
define a function h such that 
(l/l --- 2--V)h <gn <h .<f,, c::, (l/l t- 2- “C) h, 
g, <fn <(l/l --t- 4-“C)g,. 
Also, it is a consequence of these relations that for all n (see [3, p. 1 1 I]) 
2 ‘“[fo(X) f”( y) - 2f,((x ‘I y)/2) - c2-.“(f”(X) -1. f&g)] 
(*I 
:s; h(x) +- h(y) - 2h((x --c- y):2). 
Suppose now that f,, or g,, has the property that if for some y E X, 
sup(fo(x + 5.?4 + fo(x - 5YN :zz 2f”(X), 
!El<l 
(**I 
then necessarily y = 0; then we show that h shares this property. 
Indeed, let 3i; = x + ty, 9 = x - ty in (“). Then we have 
2 -n[fo(x -+ ty) k f”(X - 4y) - 2f&) - c2-“(Ah -t 4Y) + f& - B)l G 09 
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f”(X -t 5y) t-j& - Lcy) - 2j&) :; 0. 
But this last relation gives that J’ = 0. This proves our assertion. 
M’e remark that the same conclusion is valid if we suppose that g,, has pro- 
perty (*%). 
We remark that the function 
is a subharmonic function whenever G is a convex function and positive homo- 
geneous of the second degree. Applying this remark to the above situation we 
conclude that 
Now if fo(.v) -. A. 1 .t” 11; , g,(x) .= i 1 .V 11: then we obtain using g*, the con- 
jugate off,, , the functions h and h* which are both complex strictly convex on 
X and X*, respectively. Then 
.Y -+ [2h(x)]‘! 
is a norm \vhich satisfies the theorem. 
4. C~~~IPLEX S.MO~THNESS 
Let X be a complex Banach space and X* its dual. 
~E:.r;I~ITIO~ 4.1. X is said to be complex smooth at ,v if whenever f~ X*, 
1 f.1 :. 1 and ‘.f(.~) - [g(x)1 :-: 1 for all [, j ,$ I 5; I then necessarily g -.:: 0. 
The relation between complex smoothness and complex strict convexity is 
given in 
THEOREM 4.2. If  X* is a complex smooth space then ii is complex strictly 
comex. 
Proof. Suppose that X is not complex strictly convex, thus we find zc and J 
such that 
( 1) :: .2’ .:- [J ’ 7: 1 for all 5, I E ( r;l 1, 
(2) y  I’ 0. 
I f  g is an arbitrary clement of S(X”) th cn, if F, denotes the clement x as 
element of X**, we have 
Since 3: + 0 we have that for some g E X*, F,(g) =- I and this implies that 
F, : 0. This contradiction proves the theorem. 
\Ve do not know if the following assertion is true: If  X* is a complex strictly 
convex space then X is complex smooth. If  the answer is “yes” then the notions 
of complex smooth and complex strictly convex spaces arc in some sense dual 
notions. 
If  6 is a complex Banach space we say that I? has a complex strictly convex 
norm 1’ , )I if {E, !; , ‘I} is a complex strictly convex space. 
As is well known for the strict convexity there exists a very general result 
about possible renormings of B such that with the new norm the space is 
strictly convex. We give now an extension of this result for the case of complex 
strict convexity. \Vc mention that our proof depends on the theory of subhar- 
monic functions. 
THEOREM 5.1. ;I complex Uanach space 1; has an equivalence complex strictly 
comes norm $7 there exists a complex stricdy comes space I: and a one-lo-one 
lineat continuous operator 1’: E l F. 
Proof. It is obvious that the condition is necessary, since in this cast wc can 
take T to be the identity and F is, of course, E with the corresponding complex 
strictly convex norm. 
We prove that the condition is also sufficient. For this me remark that the 
functions, 
/L- l s-tpy: ,  
T(.Y -1. /q):: , (7 p -f 
are for each .rc and y  fixed, subharmonic functions. We define the new norm on E 
by the relation, 
“\’ A (;(I “y 12 ; y1.y ‘qljr, 
and note that it is equivalent with the original norm. 
Suppose that .x c E has the norm I in this new norm and thus. 
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I f  x is not a complex extreme point, we find y  E E such that the norm of the 
elements s -1 ~31, for 1 p ; C< 1, is equal to one. Thus for TV as above we have 
Since the functions in (*) are subharmonic and satisfy conditions (**) and 
(**“) for CL, 1 p ! .<< I, their values are constant. 
Thus we have 
‘,x-tpy I==Kl, 
j T(x + py)‘! == K2 . 
The element TX is a complex extreme point of the ball of radius equal to K, 
and this gives that Ty is the null element. Since T is one to one, it follows that y  
is the null element. Thus x is a complex extreme point with respect to this new 
norm. 
6. VERY COMPI.KX STRICTLY CONVEX QP.~CES 
In this section we mention a possibly interesting class of complex Banach 
spaces suggested by some recent results concerning the higher duals of a Banach 
space [IO]. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A complex Banach space E is said to be very complex 
strictly convex if E as a subspace of E” has the property that every element 
x E E is a complex extreme poit of the unit ball of I?“. 
It is easy to see that if E is very complex strictly convex then it is also complex 
strictly convex. Also every reflexive complex strictly convex space is very 
complex strictly convex. 
,4n interesting problem appears in connection with Kiithe’s question trans- 
lated to this setting: What is the connection between E and quotient spaces with 
respect to the notion considered in Definition 6. I ? We intend to give, in a future 
paper, results in this direction as well as some related results concerning Kothe’s 
question with respect to the rotundity and smoothness. 
7. AN EXAMPLE OF A COMPLEX SORMED SPKK Nor ISOMORPHIC 
TO COMPLEX STRICTLY CONVEX SPICE 
In [2] Day gives the first example of a normed space not isomorphic to 
strictly convex or smooth spaces. In what follows we show that the example of 
Day can be used to give an example of a normed space (complex normed space) 
which is not isomorphic to a complex strictly convex space. 
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Let I be any uncountable index set and m(l) be the space of all bounded 
complex-valued functions on I with the norm, 
and m,(l) be the subspace of all those x in m(l) which vanish except on a countable 
set. 
'I'IIEOREM 7.1. The space m,,(I) is not isomorphic to any complex strictl?/ 
convex space, 
l’roof. Let 1: be the unit sphere in m,(1) and , ~ the new norm equivalent 
to the usual norm of m,(1). We can suppose without loss of generality that for 
all .T E m,(l) 
j x 1 :<: 1 x 1 5; 12 i x I 
for some k -:’ 1. The facet of C: determined by .t’ is the set of all y  E C such that 
y(i) - : x(i) at every point where .~(i) + 0. 
If  we define 
and 
M,=sup{ J’ ,TCFr, the facet determined by xl, 
m, = inf{; -1~ I , y  EFJ), 
then in Day’s paper it is proved that 
and also a sequence {x,J is constructed. With this sequence an element of m,,(l) 
is defined: If  there is an n such that x,(i) ;k: 0 let x(i) .:.- x,(i); if all x,(i) :- 0, 
let x(i) :: 0. One the sphere of radius ! .Y I we can find elements y  such that 
x tL?’ ,.; 1 since the construction of Y involves only a countable set, and 
this proves the theorem. 
\Ve consider now a special class of Banach spaces connected with the notion 
of complex extreme points and with complex strictly convex spaces. For any 
complex Banach space X, Ext.(K) denotes the set of all complex extreme points 
of the set K. 
DEFINITION 8. I. A complex Banach space X is said to he complex poly- 
hedral i f f  for every finite-dimensional subspacc K of X, S(E) has only finitely 
many comples extreme points. 
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We give now some examples. 
EXAMPLE 8.2. Let c, be the space of all sequences of complex numbers 
converging to zero. We prove that any subspace of c, with the property that its 
unit ball has a complex extreme point is finite-dimensional. 
First we prove that for any complex extreme point p of S(E) 
I = (i: [ xj 1 = l), P = (Xi>> 
andxEcsnEwithx==OforiEIimpliesx=O. 
Indeed for any complex number 4, 1 5 1 < 1 we have 
since for each i 
lPf&lIl (*I 
because we can suppose, without loss of generality, that 11 x \I < 1. 
The relation (*) is clear for any i E I and also for i 6 I. But p is a complex 
extreme point and this gives that x == 0 and thus our assertion is proved. 
Since the unit ball of E has a complex extreme point p, we define the set I as 
above. For each y  E E we define the map 
T: E+C’ (C is the field of complex numbers), 
by the relation 
Ty = (y,‘I) E C’. 
Obviously T is a linear mapping into the finite-dimensional complex space 
C’ 
k rom the above assertion about complex extreme points it follows, since the 
kernel of T is zero, that E is finite dimensional. 
We prove now that in fact E is a complex polyhedral space. 
Indeed, since E is finite dimensional we find a basis, say {e, ,..., e,}, and put 
V = conv[ei , -e,], where 
[ei , -ej] = {x, x = -4 * ej + (1 - r) ei , 0 < r < I}. 
Clearly, I’ is a convex body in E, 0 is in the interior of V, and of course S(s) 
the unit ball of E is compact. We thus find an integer m such that S(z) is in mV. 
Thus if w E V and D = (wi) we have 1 wi 1 < I/m and similarly for u = (ui) 
since from the property of S(z) we find an integer N such that 1 qii I < l/m for 
1 <i<r and allj>N. 
In this case for each complex extreme point p we must have a subset A, = 
{i, pi = l} and a subset B, = {j, pi = i} and similarly for the sets - 1 and --i, 
denoted by CD and D, , respectively. 
409/7d2-19 
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If A,, 1 AD1 ,..., D, : DP1 it follows by an application of the property 
proved at the beginning of the example that p = pi . This proves our assertion. 
1Ve give now a characterization of finite-dimensional spaces which are com- 
plex polyhedral. 
l'HE0REM 8.3. .;I necessary and suficient condition for a Jinite-dimensional 
space to be comples polyhedral is that all 2-dimensional subspaces will be cotnplex 
polyhedral. 
Proof. ‘l’hc condition is obviously necessary. Suppose that it is satisfied. 
We prove the assertion by induction. Argument: 
Suppose that the assertion is true for all i < n and we prove it for n ; I. 
Let F be a subspace such that dim F .- - n .(. 1. If {e,} is the set of all complex 
extreme points then it is clear that the number of linearly independent complex 
extreme points is less than or equal to n + I. We can decompose the set {e,} 
in two subsets, each of them containing a number of linearly independent 
points which is less than or equal to n. In this case it follows that the set of all 
complex extreme points is finite, and the theorem is proved. 
Rewlark 8.4. We think that the following assertion is true: A Banach space is 
complex polyhedral if there does not exist a sequence {xn} in the Banach space 
such that for every choice of signs 
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